Agenda: Urban Europe Research Alliance Meeting in Antwerp
“Technologies, co-creation and holistic approaches for smart cities”

11 February 2019, University of Antwerp – “Lessius Room” (E.122)
Entrance Grote Kauwenberg 2, 2000 Antwerp

08.45 – 09.00: Coffee & registration

09.00 – 09.15: Welcome at University of Antwerp by the Urban Studies Institute
Bert De Munck – Director of USI

09.15 – 11.00: Smart Cities: ICT and urban data
- City of Things – Bart Braem (University of Antwerp)
- A richer past for smarter city: building an Antwerp Time Machine to better understand the future – Ilja Van Damme (USI)
- Data processing and visualisation for a better city: some examples on Lyon - Gilles Gesquiere (University of Lyon)
- Stadslab2050 - Gert Vandermosten (City of Antwerp)
- Discussion (moderator: Anne Ruas)

11.00 – 11.15: Coffee Break

11.15 – 12.45: Smart Cities: co-creation and co-design
- Governance mechanisms and alternative financing for urban infrastructures – Wouter Van Dooren (USI)
- Creative urban biotopes and the role of the commons – Pascal Gielen (USI)
- Urban innovation through co-design scenarios - Enza Lissandrello (Aalborg University)
- Discussion (moderator: Bert De Munck)

12.45 – 14.30: Lunch at Café Storm

14.30 – 15.45: Smart Cities: integrated approaches
- Launch of Integrated Smart Cities subgroup under Thematic Working Group 2 - Judith Borsboom (NTNU)
- SET Plan 3.2 on 100 Positive Energy Districts – Susanne Meyer (AIT)
- Integrated approaches to low carbon cities - Monika Heyder and Pia Laborgne (Eifer Institute)
- Smart City Guidance Package for Integrated planning and implementation of smart city projects in the EIP-SCC - Judith Borsboom (NTNU)
- Discussion (Moderator: Claudio Coletta)

15.45 – 16.00: Final conclusions and wrap-up

16.00 – 16.15: Coffee Break
16.15 – 18.15: UERA General Assembly (only for members)
  • Achievements 2018
  • Work Program 2019
    o Proposed activities in 2019
    o Presentation plans thematic working groups
    o Launch subgroup smart cities
    o EXPAND II and activities foreseen for 2020 and 2021
    o Recruiting more members
    o Use and management of data on UERA
  • Presentation of new candidate members UERA and acclamation
  • Election members Steering Board
  • Communication through Basecamp

19.30 – 21.30: Dinner at Hoffy’s (Antwerp’s famous Jewish restaurant)